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Abstract: The full lifetimes improvements have always fully critical issue as wireless sensor networks operates in unfocused 
social media. Where the people can access to monitoring the environmental conditions is normally infeasible. Clustering is 
nothing but a grouping or arranges the node form together to identify the network working condition like scalability and 
avoiding energy consumption to achieve long network  life. To give up this problem ‘n’ number of algorithm also presented but 
still that problems are not fully solved, so avoid this problem we proposed clustering algorithm on the basis of Type-2 Fuzzy logic 
model, expecting to handle uncertain level decision better than Type-1 Fuzzy logic model. Using the T2FL model to increase the 
network lifetime and increasing energy consumption and decreasing the processing time and also T2FL model to improve 
monitoring and sensing capacity to avoid the sensing delay of the network environments to give better performance without in 
interruption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The many applications of wireless sensor network gives many demands so this small no of  wireless sensor nodes are controlling 
sensor battery and initialize the sensor randomly or passivity in crucial area where normal environment based networks are 
practically less. There are more essential issues like less vitality, less calculation limit, open place and remote correspondence makes 
the remote sensor arrange disappointments are more often than not. When the sensor hubs are instated that hubs have full battery 
capacity to support that put with no interference. A most genuine structures issue in remote sensor system to diminish the vitality 
utilization by utilizing equipment preserving, operating system and communication protocols .To increasing the sensor network 
lifetime and function to most successful utilizations of the sensor(wsn)in application's where interchanging or charging energy of the 
storage system(i.e. batteries’) is impossible or not less cost.To propose the most important of many data collection of the 
application, full life extension sensor is most important. Even through more different types of technique are proposed to increase the 
network life of sensor's, the more famed application is to stable the sensor connection in the network in order to decrease the energy 
at an almost identical time or bit rate. In such proposal, routing protocol decision's to execute most important category in selecting 
the nodes paths in order's to stable energy in the sensor node. These days most advances in battery-fueling sensors hubs are 
expanded their applications and usefulness, incorporate full life observing like contamination checking condition checking, 
disappointment detection's, surveillance's, and web of-things applications. Cost is less and less size sensor nodes have gain the 
particular point in effective monitoring that involves millions of sensor nodes are measured and reported within a deployed area. 
Sensors nodes are typically scatter in a wide region without sophisticate coordination. Since reviving the battery isn't conceivable, 
remote sensor systems (WSNs) are liable to vitality administration for boosting their lifetime. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
W. R. Heinzelman, A. Chandrakasan, and H. Balakrihnan [1] says Wireless scattered miniaturized scale sensor structures will active 
the strong checking of collection of circumstances for normal and army applications. In this concept, At correspondence traditions, 
which can have the colossal effect on the general imperativeness dispersal of these frameworks. In light of our disclosures that the 
standard traditions of straight transmission, slightest transmission imperativeness, multiple hop guiding, and static batching may not 
be perfect for sensor frameworks, we propose LEACH, a gathering based tradition that utilizations randomized turn of close-by 
bundle BS to similarly circle the essentialness stack among the sensors in the framework. In addition, LEACH can suitable 
essentialness scrambling similarly all through the sensors, duplicating the profitable structure lifetime for the frameworks we 
mirrored. Remote sensor systems (WSNs) comprises of unattended sensors with constrained stockpiling, vitality (battery power) and 
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calculation and correspondence capacities. Along these lines, vitality proficient system for remote correspondence on every sensor 
hub is so critical for remote sensor systems. 
S. Lindsey and C. S. Raghabendra,[2] In a Sensors consist of nodes with certain amount of the batter power and without wire 
connection are initialized to collect most useful data from the deployed sensor field. sensed information effective energy is more 
crucial to execute wireless senor nodes for high amount of time sensing data gathering issues by round's of connection, when each 
sensor node sense the data after sensing it sends the data to the bs. Every sensor hub send the information to base station effortlessly 
control is drained 
I. Gupta, D. Riordan, and S. Sampalli, [3] is making remote sensor hubs, the most critical vitality utilization in light of the fact that 
the length of the sensor hub battery control more restricted. To conquer the power issue more papers are proposed. The gathering of 
hub is most essential methodology. In this bunching, the ch(cluster heads) gather information from other sensor hubs ,over all data is 
add up to it and send collected data to bs. In this strategy, hubs can be decrease connection and communication cost that might be 
produced. In case each sensor sends data individually to base station more energy wastage and communication overhead should be 
happen. LEACH-2 protocol is most familiar sensor grouping that cluster the sensors mechanisms. Each sensor network chooses 
once cluster headThis procedure might lessen the sensor arrange lifetime since LEACH-2 does not consider the exploring of sensor 
center points and the essentialness remains of each center point. 
J.-M. Kim, S. H. Park, Y. J. Han, and T. Chung, [4] we propose the sensor network, the sensor vitality is the more vital issues on the 
grounds that the lifetime's of the sensor hub's are constrained by its batteries. To conquer this issue many work have been finished. 
The grouping is the fundamental methodologies. In the gathering ,the pioneer hub gather the data from different hubs then all 
figured data should be aggregated to system after calculating all data when head node find the most important data is transferred to 
BS. After the receiving the data analyze whether condition give the alert to the people. Using this wore we can overcome the energy 
problem and communication overhead avoiding the delay of the networks reliability, stable network. When base station want to 
reveal all sensing information means base station give the request to cluster head .cluster head accept the request send to particular 
information to base station using this information cluster head check sensing information using this system we can overcome the 
memory wastage problem also. 

III. CONCLUSION 
In this paper energy efficiency and security are the important factors of the wireless network which decides the quality of service of 
the entire network operations. In this proposed work we proposed a method which will decrease the energy consumption as well as 
gives improvement in security of the network also. Energy consumption reduced at data transmission phase by using the cluster 
mechanisms. A key based encoding and decoding mechanism is used to ensure the security of the network. Collected data of the 
sensor nodes are flagged with cluster key and validated by head node. Data from any node without cluster key will be identified as 
invalid member’s data to avoid external attacks. At cluster head data from valid member nodes are aggregated and individual key of 
the head node is flagged with data and RSA based encoding is applied on the data finally base station validate key of the data and 
accepts the data as valid one. By using these approach energy consumption in the network reduced by using co-operative behavior 
and security of the network also improved using key based encoding scheme. Consequently this approach provides better results in 
life time and security of the network. 
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